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INTRODUCTION

Many researchers regard multiplayer online games as the 

and the availability of broadband Internet access to the end-
user, multiplayer online games with real-time interaction 

made up by classic software titles that need to be installed on 

based multiplayer games, on the contrary, can be run instantly 
from a Web site, but have, due to technical limitations, 

Java, browser-based online game development has reached 
a point where also real-time games can be produced and 
distributed to a large audience quickly and easily. Browser-
based games can be utilized in conjunction with e-business 
offers in a very simple way and hold a number of exciting 
possibilities for new online business models, new markets, 

environment and interactive experience from that of classical 
game software, browser-based multiplayer real-time games 
involve gaming architectures that are distinct from their clas-
sical counterparts. A major challenge when designing and 
implementing such architectures is that multiplayer online 
games are highly vulnerable to propagation delays resulting 
from redundant communication, bottlenecks, single points 
of failure and poor reactivity to changing network condi-

latency from input of information to its output determines 
-

tecture has to be designed in a way that it mitigates latency 

tabletop soccer game with two remote players, this article 
discusses two architectural models that can be applied to 
implement browser-based multiplayer real-time games us-

BACKGROUND

Online games that give the player the ability to compete 
against other players over a network emerged strongly in the 
middle of the last decade. Traditionally, multiplayer online 
games have been implemented using client-server architec-

which connects directly to a central authoritative server de-

-
ally to each client as it is requested and keeps all the players 

server, which calculates the effects of that action and sends 

a single

have several disadvantages. The most obvious one is that 
client-server architectures introduce delay because messages 
between players are always forwarded through the server 

over the minimum cost of sending commands directly to 

the number of players, creating localized congestion and 
limiting the architecture by the computational power of the 

To address the problems associated with client-server ar-
chitectures, many authors and game designers have developed 
fully distributed peer-to-peer architectures for multiplayer 

-

advantages. Firstly, there is neither a single point of failure 
nor an expensive server infrastructure. Moreover, the amount 
of bandwidth required is reduced dramatically as there is a 
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A
direct communication between two peers. This also reduces 
latency on the network, as the bottleneck caused by a server 

games using a client-server architecture, where there is a 
single authoritative copy of the game state kept at a central 
server, peer-to-peer architectures require an up-to-date copy 
of the entire game state to be kept at each peer. Consequently, 
these architectures require some form of distributed agree-

game states from diverging over time and becoming incon-

Although most online games have low bit-rate require-
ments sending frequent but small packets typically well 

-

both client-server and peer-to-peer architectures, an increase 
in the geographical distances among participating clients or 
servers results in an unavoidable end-to-end delay that may 
render the game “unresponsive and sluggish even when 
abundant processing and network resources are available” 

responsiveness to user input may give some players an un-

acceptable in terms of the perceptual effect of its inevitable 
inconsistencies, whereas fairness is concerned with relative 

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

After reviewing existing literature on architectural concepts 
and issues of multiplayer online games, the remainder of this 
article will examine to what extent these concepts and issues 
hold for browser-based multiplayer real-time games. As a 

-
ing concurrent, pairwise real-time interactions between two 
remote players, such as it the case for the online tabletop 
soccer game that is depicted in Figure 1.

the best-suited technology since Flash, due to its common 
runtime environment across operating systems, brows-
ers and chip architectures, enables easy deployment on 

to Java as a possible alternative, Flash has a much higher 
diffusion rate and can be updated by the player in a very 

Figure 1. An online tabletop soccer game with two remote players
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